Date: 28 Feb 2020
Time: 12:00PM PST/03:00PM EST - 01:00PM PST/04:00PM EST
Zoom: https://princeton.zoom.us/j/7739591625

Participants

- James R. Griffin III (Princeton University Library)
- Randall Floyd (Indiana University)

Agenda

- GitHub Board Review Column
  - https://github.com/samvera-labs/huborg/

Notes

- Huborg
  - Reviewing this
  - James would like to see this extended for the annual health report
- CircleCI Orb
  - James will explore more of these (maybe some intersection with the Infrastructure WG?)
  - Randall interested in collaborating here
- Sprint Planning
  - James needs to ask for scheduling for Virtual Connect 2020
    - James will ask for dates and CC Randall in the response
  - Between Virtual Connect and the next Partners Meeting, some progress will need to be made
  - James will also try to find some support for more members
- Evaluating Samvera Labs
  - https://github.com/samvera-labs/starter-react-component-npm
  - https://github.com/samvera-labs/openseadragon-react-viewer
  - Randall Floyd will enquire regarding those beyond Northwestern have explored or are interested in using this
    - From Chris Colvard re: usage at IU/Avalon: "Currently none and probably not unless we start rendering 2D things like supplementing materials. That is @adam.arling’s project post-Avalon so NU might be using it somewhere but avalon isn’t."
- Docker Hub
  - Currently there are Docker Images on https://hub.docker.com/u/samvera
    - Are these components? Labs?
- Meeting adjourned at 12:28 PST/15:28 EST